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That Warmth
Author Note
Woman of many trades: seamstress, hairdresser, writer, entrepreneur, boutique owner, tutor, and more.
Nothing short of Superhuman!
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That  Warmth
That Warmth
In winter—when the heater is off
That Warmth
In the theater—without a jacket
That Warmth
Deep down below—where mama said no one must go
That Warmth
You’d never know it was cold around you
That Warmth
Waking up one day with a funny feeling
Giggles let out as the skin is caressed
Thinking of  the ways to ease That Warmth
Thinking of  that place to go to ease That Warmth
Thinking about what mama would say if  she knew about That Warmth
Thinking of  the person you want to ease That Warmth
Thinking of  the smoothness of  our skins when we feed into That Warmth
